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Four new lines projecting sophistication, elegant 
minimalism and a thoroughly modern aesthetic. 
Beneath the symmetry only the finest 
craftsmanship, through thought for functionality and 
comfort. Modular systems, innovations as technically 
inspired as they are pleasing to the senses.
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House of European Design presents the ultimate 
statement in contemporary furniture design - Behr 
Edition - an exclusive showing in the United States.

Behr Edition is a major new premium brand 
introduced by Behr International at the Cologne 
International Contemporary Furniture Fair.

The distinctive Galleria showroom, newly designed by 
Germany's Ralf Brüning, makes for one of the most 
exciting contemporary furnishings presentations in 
the country.

Featured are new collections by Europe's award-
winning contemporary furniture designer, Peter Maly, 
whose concern is to create timeless classics, not 
fleeting trends or "fashionable attitudes".

This furniture is recognized throughout Europe for 
its cutting edge, modern design, select materials, 
superb craftsmanship and impeccable quality.

Streamlined wardrobe units that double as room 
dividers. Rolling storage that doubles as display. 
Modular construction and freely combinable 
elements. Ensembles whose multi-functionality and 
flexibility ensure they occupy a minimum of space 
while affording maximum comfort. Everything is 
geared to a complete personalization of space.

Alas supplies the freedom you expect from life. The 
principle is reduction. Accumulating less in order to 
spend more time living. In simple, uncluttered 
interiors with clear lines, where man is the focal 
point with plenty of room for personal development. 
Alas. Its distinctive double doors and typical glass 
outline animate the senses. They do not reveal what 
is intended to remain unseen while providing 
freedom to design the interior flexibly display space.
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Peter Maly_ designer of Behr Edition
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alas_ Living independently and inspired by your very own 
style. Alas as mobile interior design. You are 
absolutely free to determine the boundaries between 
living areas: in the middle of the room, diagonally, 
cross-corners. Choices of shelves, clothes racks 
and drawers allow to maximize  the  intended 
function. Choices of width, length and finish create a 
numerous variations in configuration. The texo bed 
is a compelling synthesis of industrial forms and 
masterly craftsmanship. The steel tubing structure 
of the head end is covered with woven elasticized 
cotton straps, creating a unique blend of comfort 
and light transparency.
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A. The woven bench matches the proportions of the bed creating a 
perfect completion. B. Open or closed, rolling or stationary, 
shelving and cabinets create handsome wardrobes. C. Alas doors 
are perfect as a room divider allowing you to create unique spaces. 
D. Flexible add-on design permits Alas to be extended elegantly.
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menos_ "Menos defines Minimalism" says designer, Peter 
Maly. "As much as necessary and as little as 
possible." It is a multi-functional living concept that 
offers generous open design and provides many 
space-saving ideas with harmonious transitions. 
There is an aesthetic interplay of shapes, colors and 
functions. It is a sophisticated concept comprising 
dining tables, low coffee tables and shelves. 
Drawers, sideboards and cube cabinets with unique 
aluminum handles, combine readily in an array of 
configurations. Combined with shelves fixed to wall 
panels, the chest of drawers can be utilized for 
books, collections, stereo and video systems. 
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A. The drawers add an element of convenience and design to the 
table. B. Menos adapts readily for books, electronics, choice 
collections and objects d'art. C. The New Edition Menos dazzles 
with high gloss lacquer, chromium feet and drawer handles. 
D. Finely engineered drawer handles with smooth, effortless 
movement.
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metrix modo_ Metrix Modo is the sine qua non, the absolute top of 
the line. Dualism, a concept that opposites attract, 
is the design principle of Metrix Modo.  Wood and 
metal. Warm and cool colors. Varying heights and 
depths. Modular systems and individual pieces of 
furniture. An electrifying interplay between the 
material solid and the open space. The result is an 
utterly new interior architecture. Key aspects of 
Metrix Modo are its remarkable range of functions, 
attention to detail and surpassing quality. Every joint 
is impeccable, every finish superb. Impressive 
details abound, right down to the like-magic 
movement of drawers and doors.
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A. Metrix Modo shelving and cabinetry prove harmonious 
companions for other furniture. B. Closed cabinets and drawers 
reflect flawless craftsmanship. C. Stylishly integrated bar behind 
the revolving doors includes a fitted refrigerator, swivel table, 
mirror and glass shelves.  D. Metrix Modo stars in an appealing 
dining area.
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tecton modo_ The modular construction of Tecton Modo enables 
truly individual architecture. Designer Peter Maly 
says "Tecton Modo kindles associations of far 
eastern philosophy, interior design, tranquility and 
relaxation." It is a modular furniture system defined 
by a grid of square shelves, cabinets and drawers 
accentuated by sliding panels. One configuration 
allows for an extendible library with translucent 
glass doors and a convenient ladder that slides with 
a mere touch but anchors again firmly. This system 
approximates the Zen principal of discarding the 
superfluous to attain peace. It is also a collection 
which embodies the seductive appeal of libraries.
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A. A purist's home library radiates a Zen-like atmosphere of 
order.  B. Translucent glass doors are effective and attractive 
Tecton Modo features. C. A combination of drawers and sliding 
doors creates clean storage space. D. The alluring contrast of 
wood and aluminum, squares and circles.
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home office_ Living and working – two in one. The fine art of 
combining the pleasant with the useful. Functionality 
is key. It enables you to unite a variety of living and 
functional areas: meeting, reading, entertaining, 
working – all in the same room.
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A. A perfect room divider – open doors reveal the office. B. An 
entertainment center and small office in one symmetrical design 
keeps the balance between function and aesthetics. C. A small 
home office for a flexible and efficient lifestyle using available space 
in an optimum manner. D. Lamps with anti-glare screen integrated 
in side panel illuminate the library and the desk with file cabinet.
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white                       black                       quartz                     pebble grey               light blue                  plum blue                 caviar                      maize yellow  carmine red              wild rose red             barolo                      ocean bluer                           maple                                 crystal glass              matte glass

cherry                                      crystal glass                                                             pebble grey            caviar                  ocean blue            black
  

white                   pebble grey           quartz                  silver                   caviar                    oak, light              oak, dark              pear                     maple 

white                   pebble grey           quartz                  silver                    wild rose red         barolo                  plum blue              ocean blue            caviar black crystal glass frosted glass 
white

frosted glass 
white

white
black

quartz
pebble grey

light blue
silver

caviar
maize yellow

carmine red
wild rose red

barolo
plum blue

maple white frosted glass
green frosted glass

pebble grey
caviar

wild rose red
barolo

plum blue
ocean blue

frosted glass 
green

frosted glass 
green

corrugated plate
anodized aluminum

circular stamped plate
anodized aluminum

maple                   cherry

notice_ Color discrepancies are possible for lacquer, glass and wood finishes
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frosted, lacquer


